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IRS Independent Office of Appeals

Agenda
 Introduction

 Return to Office Post-pandemic

 Conferences: In-person and video 

 Paperless/electronic initiatives 

 Reduction in Backlog of Docketed Cases

 Hiring and Appeals Statistics

 Proposed IRS Appeals Treasury Regulation  

 “Practitioner Perspectives” Series  
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IRS Independent Office of Appeals

 Mission: resolve disputes, without litigation, in a manner that is fair and 
impartial to the government and to the taxpayer, promotes a consistent 
application and interpretation of, and voluntary compliance with, the Federal 
tax laws, and enhances public confidence in the integrity and efficiency of 
the Internal Revenue Service.

 Independence: IRS Appeals is separate and independent of the IRS office that 
conducted the examination

 No new issues, no new facts

 Considers “hazards of litigation” 

 Mitigation, reasonable cause and reliance upon professionals for return 
preparation and errors in reporting

Return to Office Post-pandemic

 Appeals Conferences

 IRS Appeals employees returned to the office this summer

 Return to in-person Appeals conferences

 Taxpayers have a choice of form of conference: in-person, telephone, 
videoconference 

 Electronic Submissions and Taxpayer Digital Communication

 Secure email

 Paperless case files

 Online portal through which to communicate with Appeals 
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Video Conferencing 

 During the COVID-19 pandemic, Appeals expanded access to video 
conferences

 The March 2021 interim guidance required IRS employees to conduct video 
conferences when requested by taxpayers 

 IRS Appeals requests input as it prepares to update the Internal Revenue 
Manual with permanent guidelines

 Public comments can be sent to AP.Taxpayer.Experience@irs.gov by November 
16, 2022

 See IR-2022-154

Reduction in Backlog of Docketed Cases

 Appeals adopted a plan to reduce the significant inventory of 
certain docketed Tax Court cases (AUR/Corr Exam) that have been 
referred to Appeals for settlement (April 22, 2022)

 Deploy additional resources to work docketed examination cases

 Prioritize docketed casework 

 Streamline initial contact of affected taxpayers

 Apply streamlined case processing approaches

 Recognize that:
“some of these cases may not necessarily reflect a dispute between the taxpayer and 
the IRS but rather result from communication challenges during the pandemic, and applying 
our professional judgment to settle these efficiently” and that 

“some of these cases do not raise legal issues that warrant a Tax Court trial and applying 
our professional judgment and accepting oral testimony where appropriate to settle these 
efficiently.”
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Appeals Case Inventory and Staffing

FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022

Total Staffing* 1,207 1,230 1,286 1,404 1,471

Total Receipts 92,430 85,286 57,573 72,216 68,604

Total Closures 94,832 73,207 62,997 66,522 65,944

Cycle Time** 194 229 289 372 369
* Total On‐Rolls at Month or Year End PP19. FY22 is PP17 ending August 27, 2022

** Closed (non‐docketed) Cycle Time (days)

FY 2022 Receipts, Closures, and Cycle Time data is August month end.

Proposed Treasury Regulation

 Released in September, public hearing scheduled for November 29, 2022

 Reflects changes made by the Taxpayer First Act of 2019 (TFA)

 New Section 7803(e)(1) established the IRS Independent Office of Appeals “to 
codify the role of the independent administrative appeals function within the IRS.”

 New Section 7803(e)(4) codified that the right to Appeals “shall be generally 
available to all taxpayers.”
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“Practitioner Perspectives” Series 

 Appeals provides a wide selection of continuing education and training courses to 
our Appeals Officers, many that focus on technical tax issues

 This year we are providing additional training to Appeals Officers on the topic of 
the “taxpayer experience” in Appeals  

 We also are inviting practitioners to join us in panel discussions to share their 
perspectives about Appeals, and how Appeals can provide the best taxpayer 
experience

 We’ve posted two of these sessions to the Appeals page of the IRS website at 
www.irs.gov/appeals

 We expect future panels to focus on particular tax issues or types of cases worked 
in Appeals (e.g., penalty appeals, collection due process hearings)
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